
                                                 Chapter Nine

     

     “Ralph, man it is good to see you. How did they catch you? When did they 

catch you? Who caught you, was it Paul? Talk to me, Ralph!” 

     “Will you give me a chance to talk to you, Bernie? Slow down some. I will 

tell you everything in a bit. Here come the agents. See if you can find us a 

way out of here and try not to let them see you. After you find a way out, 

then you will need to free me, ok?” says Ralph from his cage.

     “I can get in and out of your cage easy enough, Ralph. I just need to find 

our way to the outside. I will be right back. Don’t go anywhere.”

     “Joker,” Snaps Ralph.

     Bernie immediately scooted down the table for the floor and over to the 

wall.  Down the wall a ways he found the rat highway into this joint. It’s like 

a four lanes highway in each direction. With a highway like this it usually 

means no cats and lots of available food. Alright, thinks Bernie.

      He finds a large hole in the wall but once inside the wall he can find no 

openings to the outside. He stops to think. This booming voice behind him 

startles the crap out of him when it says, “What you looking for Whitey? 
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You lost, ain’t you? You one of them strangers that been done all kind of 

damage to this house, shootin’ going on everywhere, birds flying around 

crappin’ all over the place. What’s that all about, Whitey?”

      Bernie turns to find this huge rat standing on his hind legs and he looks 

to be at least a foot tall. He was a monster and when he grinned at Bernie he 

noticed some ivories that could do a powerful lot of gnawing. He was scary to 

look at but Bernie tried not to show any signs of fright.

     “Well sir, we are in a lot of trouble.  Me and my friend need a way to the 

outside. There are some mean dudes after us. They were shooting at us. Do 

you know of a way out, one big enough for a big bird?”

     “Are you nuts? A big bird? What’s wrong with you fool? Birds and us don’t 

get along, you know that. You crazy?” Now he was talking loudly and showing 

more and more of his teeth, getting scarier looking by the minute.

     “No, this bird is ok. He is a berry and nut eater. He doesn’t eat mice and 

rats. The humans who run this house are after us and we need a one-way, one 

time trip to the outside world then we will be gone for good. We will not be 

around to bother you anymore.  Can you help us?” Bernie looked at him while 

the rat scratched his chin thinking; at least Bernie hoped he was thinking.
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     “Well, maybe, but it will cost you. I sure could use a good size piece of 

cheese. Longhorn, I love Longhorn cheese. I might be able to find a way out 

if I had a good piece of Longhorn cheese. I’ll sit here and think about it and 

if some Longhorn cheese shows up, a good sized hunk, mind you, then I might 

know a good safe way out of this kitchen. What you think? Think you can find 

me some? Huh?” Presented to Bernie as questions but to Bernie they 

sounded a lot more like statements than they did questions.

     Now Bernie was scratching his chin. How was he going to get some 

cheese, especially a big hunk of Longhorn? Refrigerators are something 

Bernie has never been able to open and he does not think the Agents will 

help him out.

     He goes back into the kitchen. One agent was walking around looking 

behind all the appliances for the mouse. Someone from behind the door 

speaks, “Ron, are you ok in there?”

     The man walking around stops. “Yeah, I’m fine. I don’t think that mouse is 

in here. I think it was still on that crow’s back. I cannot see anything in the 

cage with the pigeon either.” The man resumes looking for the mouse.

     Bernie waits for a bit then shouts to the man walking around, trying to 

imitate the voice he had just heard on the other side of the doorway, “Hey 
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Ron, why don’t you fix us a snack, maybe some crackers and cheese? Do we 

have any Longhorn in there?” He hopes Ron will think his voice is coming from 

the other side of the door.

     It works. Ron answers ok and starts for the refrigerator.  He gets out 

the Longhorn Cheese and cuts several large hunks from the brick and 

returns the brick to the refrigerator. While he has his head in the 

refrigerator Bernie goes to the table. When Ron goes to the pantry to get 

the crackers, Bernie latches on to the largest piece of Longhorn he can 

handle in his mouth and takes off for the wall. Ron does not notice the 

missing piece of cheese as he takes the tray of crackers and cheese to the 

door.

     “Hey Bill, here is your cheese and crackers.”

     “What cheese and crackers? I didn’t ask for any snack. What are you 

talking about?” says Bill.

     Ron stops and looks around. Now he thinks maybe someone or something 

is messing with him. He knows the pigeon can speak English. “Did you ask for 

a snack?” he asks Ralph.
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     Ralph had heard Bernie ask for the cheese and crackers and figured 

something was going on. “Yeah, I’m getting hungry. You very seldom feed me 

as much as I would like to have. A snack is always good.”

     “Well, I knew you birds liked crackers but I did not know you liked 

cheese” says Ron.

     “Oh, every once in a while I get a yen for some cheese. You want to join 

me for a snack?” trying to keep the agent from looking around too much 

since he is not sure which way Bernie was headed.

     “Yeah, I’ll join you. I need to watch you pretty closely anyway.”

     “How long you been an agent for the CIA Ron? Have you been around the 

agency for a while, GS 18 or so?” Ralph wanted to keep the agent over close 

to him for a while and keep him pre-occupied. 

     Grabbing a piece of cheese and a cracker, the agent settles back in a 

kitchen chair and puts his feet up on the table. “Well, let me see, I started 

back under Reagan, that must have been…………” and the agent talked for a 

long time. Ralph was afraid that he was going to talk all afternoon.

     In the meantime, the Longhorn cheese had been delivered to the monster 

of a rat behind the wall. He immediately started to eat the piece of cheese. 
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Bernie waits until he is almost finished and says, “Ok, you ready to show me 

the way out of here? Which way do we go?”

     “I ain’t finished eating just yet. Hold on a minute. I don’t like to just eat 

and run. I might want a nap before we start this journey.” He was barring his 

teeth again so Bernie decided to just lie down for a while waiting for a little 

better mood from this big boy.
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